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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the writer presents background of study, statement of problem, 

purpose of study, significance of study, scope and limitation, and definition of key 

terms. 

 

1.1 Background of study 

Literature is the human expression of beautiful thoughts and ideas in beautiful 

language (Macmillan, 1985: 117). People are using literature to express their feelings, 

imagination, and creation in many ways; such as work of art, poetry, drama, fiction, 

essays, and so on (Abdessalami, 2010). Thus, literature gives a pleasure that provides 

readers to escape from reality for a while and instructs the reader to use the 

imagination.   

Poetry is a concentrated form of literature: it makes every moment, every 

word, and every syllable count (Macmillan, 1984: 153). Music is relevant with 

poetry; it‟s a kind of entertainment of human life which is one of literary works and 

the literary work means a work art which presents the event of human life such their 

problems, conflicts and struggles of life. A part of musical work is formed by songs 

and songs are almost the same with poems. It‟s known that songs and poems have the 

same elements such as line, stanza, rhythm, meaning and themes. Moreover, the 

poem is one work of arts which expresses people‟s deep feeling that can be expressed 

in a song. A song is the poem that it is sounded. 
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A song contains figurative language and beautiful words that are needed to be 

interpreted. According to Thomas and Johnson, a figure of speech is anyway of 

saying something than ordinary way and some rhetoricians having classified as many 

figures (2006: 1399). Some of various figures of speech are simile, metaphor, 

personification, metonymy, paradox, hyperbole, irony and allusion. 

Many things are almost expressed in a song which is represented as the 

feeling, the thought and the willingness of the musician, like the super Insurgent 

Group of Intemperance Talent or called The SIGIT. The SIGIT is a group of band 

from Bandung, which was formed in 1997. The group are manned by four 

personnels; Rektivianto Yoewono (vocalist and guitar), Farri Icksan Wibisana 

(guitarist), Aditya Bagja Mulyana (bass), and Armando Ekana Donar (vocalist and 

drummer). By utilizing social network sites, they introduce their songs to the world 

which have discovered by label owner in Australia. 

There are some studies related with this study. In 2012, Shinta selected to 

analysis “Heal the World” by Michael Jackson and the message behind the song.  In 

2007, Lutfiani conducted the research about the message of Kelly Clarkson‟s song 

lyric “Breakway”. In 2005, Hardiansyah studied the figurative language used on 

Creed album “Weathered”. 

In addition, the writer of this thesis is attracted with analyzing the figurative 

language and the general meaning in song lyric of The SIGIT band in their second 

album “Visible Idea of Perfection”, because the previous research is already use the 

message to analyzed their song choice. Another reason is because The SIGIT is one 

of the Indonesian indie or independent or non major label band. They are attention 
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among the observers of his work as a band of music with rock n 'roll which have a 

great theme that can be taken, the dissatisfaction with the condition around. Besides, 

most of indie label including The SIGIT use English lyric which it generally have 

many literal meaning in their lyric of song. 

Based on explanation above, the writer attempts to analyze the Indonesian 

singer that form in band that as well in numerous figurative languages classified. 

Therefore, the writer is interest in conduct the research by the title “Figurative 

Language Analysis Used in Song Lyrics of „Visible Idea of Perfection‟ Album by 

The SIGIT” as the study. 

 

1.2 Statement of Problem 

Based on the background, the writer proposes the statement of problem as follows: 

1. What are the figurative languages used in song lyrics of “Visible Idea of 

Perfection” album by The SIGIT? 

2. What are the meanings in song lyrics of “Visible Idea of Perfection” album by 

The SIGIT? 

3. What is the most dominant figurative language that is found in song lyrics of 

“Visible Idea of Perfection” album by The SIGIT? 

 

1.3 Purpose of Study 

The purposes of study are as follows: 

1. To describe the figurative languages used in song lyrics of “Visible Idea of 

Perfection” album by The SIGIT 
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2. To analyze the meanings in song lyrics of “Visible Idea of Perfection” album 

by The SIGIT 

3. To know the most dominant figurative language that is found in song lyrics of 

“Visible Idea of Perfection” album by The SIGIT 

 

1.4 Significance of Study 

By doing this research many benefit can be gained. Those benefits include 

practical and theoretical benefit. 

1. Practical benefit 

For the reader: They can get knowledge about literature and figurative 

language. 

For teacher and learner: The result of this research helps the English teacher 

and learners to solve the problem in teaching and learning literature and 

figurative language. 

2. Theoretical benefit 

The writer hopes that this research will be as an additional reference with 

different theme. 

 

1.5 Scope and Limitation 

The scope is analysis the use of figurative language in The SIGIT‟s song 

lyrics. This research is limited to three songs that were chosen randomly of The 

SIGIT in the “Visible Idea of Perfection” album, there are; New Generation, Live in 

New York, and Clove Doper. 
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1.6 Definition of Key Terms 

The following definitions are important to make the readers to have the same 

understanding for some terms used in the research. The key definitions are as follows: 

 Figurative Language or figure of speech is expression that suggest more than 

their literal meanings, present implied or direct comparisons that give readers 

the experience of an abstraction or of an emotion (Schmid, Bogarad, and 

Crocket, 2006: 1399). 

 The SIGIT is continuation of The Super insurgent Group of Intemperance 

Talent that is one of indie (independent) label from Bandung which was 

formed in 1997. 

 Visible Idea of Perfection is the second album of The SIGIT which containing 

12 songs with strong colors of rock n 'roll. 


